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Why machine learning?
• Much of particle physics and cosmology is about dealing 

with very large data sets, and ML can help

• Distinguish BSM(signal) from SM(background)

• Model independent analyses

• Simulating the detectors

• Real time analysis / triggers


• ML learning research ranges from applying state of the art 
techniques to developing new methods

We have several people involved in machine learning for HEP

Andreasen (Theory), Bhimji (NERSC), Calfiura (CRD), Farrell (NERSC), Gray 
(ATLAS), Moult (Theory), Nachman (ATLAS), Seljak (Cosmo), Wang (ATLAS)



Why quantum computing?

• HEP is continuously pushing the computing frontier

• Need to obtaining precise theory predictions

• Analyzing and reconstructing data

• Important calculations often lack computing resources


• Scaling up resources by linear factors does not get us 
where we would like to be


• Hope is that quantum computing could eventually provide 
exponential increase in computing power 

Rapidly growing field, with very strong roots in Berkeley (too many 
people to list). 


Efforts range from building quantum hardware, building quantum 
sensors and developing  quantum algorithms



A few examples…
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FIG. 1. Left: mJJ distribution of dijet events (including injected signal, indicated by the filled histogram) before and after
applying jet substructure cuts using the NN classifier output for the mJJ ' 3 TeV mass hypothesis. The dashed red lines
indicate the fit to the data points outside of the signal region, with the gray bands representing the fit uncertainties. The
top set of markers represent the raw dijet distribution with no cut applied, while the subsequent sets of markers have cuts
applied at thresholds with e�ciency of 10�1, 10�2, 2⇥ 10�3, and 2⇥ 10�4. Right: Local p0-values for a range of signal mass
hypotheses in the case that no signal has been injected (left), and in the case that a 3 TeV resonance signal has been injected
(right). The dashed lines correspond to the case where no substructure cut is applied, and the various solid lines correspond
to cuts on the classifier output with e�ciencies of 10�1, 10�2, and 2⇥ 10�3.

to a level of discovery. There are many other possibili-
ties for applying this technique directly to data, in any
case where the signal is expected to be localized in one
dimension. By naturally exploiting the power of modern
machine learning, we hope that this extended bump hunt
will help to expose new distance scales in nature on the
quest for BSM at the LHC and beyond.

The datasets and code used for the case study can be
found at Refs. [48, 49].

We appreciate helpful discussions with and useful feed-
back on the manuscript from Timothy Cohen, Aviv
Cukierman, Patrick Fox, Jack Kearney, Zhen Liu, Eric
Metodiev, Brian Nord, Bryan Ostdiek, Francesco Rubbo,
and Jesse Thaler. We would also like to thank Peizhi
Du for providing the UFO file for the benchmark sig-
nal model. The work of JHC is supported by NSF
under Grant No. PHY-1620074 and by the Maryland
Center for Fundamental Physics (MCFP). The work of
B.N. is supported by the DOE under contract DE-AC02-
05CH11231. This manuscript has been authored by
Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DE-
AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy,
O�ce of Science, O�ce of High Energy Physics. The
United States Government retains and the publisher, by
accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that
the United States Government retains a non-exclusive,
paid-up, irrevocable, world-wide license to publish or re-
produce the published form of this manuscript, or allow
others to do so, for United States Government purposes.
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Given that the LHC has found 
nothing, it is critical that we 

broaden our search program. 

Weak supervision are a set of 
techniques to train on unlabeled data.
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FIG. 12: Comparison of shower shape variables, introduced in Table IV, and other variables of interest, such as the
sparsity level per layer, for the Geant4 and CaloGAN datasets for e
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Physics simulation is slow, 
neural network evaluation is fast.

Generative models use neural 
network to enhance / extend 

physics-based models.
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Constructing the graph

• Select hits in neighborhood of 
true track 

• Label the seeds 

• Target is the true binary labels 
for every hit

21

Hit classification Segment classification

• Connect hits on adjacent layers 
using crude geometric 
constraints 

• delta(phi) < pi/4 

• delta(z) < 300mm

QCD data with pileup µ=10, pt>1GeV, 
barrel only, and duplicate hits removed

Investigating advanced 
deep learning for pattern 

recognition



Classification

RegressionGeneration

arbitrarily 
many 

categories

map noise 
to structure

provide 
examples 
for training

full supervision / weak supervision
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Machine learning in HEP
These are just a few examples!

We have a broad and deep 
program, with a close connection to 

our colleagues at NERSC.

Always looking for students in this endeavor



MACHINE LEARNING AND PHYSICS WORKSHOP            UROŠ SELJAK

Cosmology initial condition reconstruction
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We use optimization that finds the best solution in terms of final 
data (optimal filter). This 3-d example optimizes in 2 million 
dimensions. Galaxy are sparse tracers, so we loose small scale info



Track Pattern Recognition
• The High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is expected to pose a challenge for 

computing

• Increased luminosity

• Increased read-out rates (trigger+detector upgrades)

• Increased pile up

• Currently project to need more CPU time than will be available

• Dominated by track reconstruction: algorithms to reconstruct the 
trajectories of charged particles passing through the detector

�11

Vital to explore new algorithms 
and technologies

HEP.QPR: can quantum 
computers play a role



Quantum Pattern Recognition (HEP.QPR)
• Project exploring algorithm for pattern recognition on currently available 

quantum computers 

• Recent publications on quantum annealing (D-Wave) and quantum 
associative memory

• Berkeley/LBL Team: Heather Gray (PI), Paolo Calafiura, Wim Lavrijsen, Wahid 
Bhimji,  Alex Smith and collaborators in Switzerland, Canada and Japan

• More details: https://sites.google.com/lbl.gov/hep-qpr/

• Openings for graduate students (including this summer!)

�12

Copyright © D-Wave Systems Inc. 13

D-Wave Container –Faraday Cage - No RF Interference

IBM 20Q 
Tokyo

D Wave

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.08324
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00498
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00498
https://sites.google.com/lbl.gov/hep-qpr/


Quantum computing for simulations

Simulations for scattering can 
not be performed with high 
accuracy for high multiplicity 
final states

Main limitation is that quantum interference effects can not be 
included for high multiplicity


Goal to develop quantum algorithms that can do high multiplicity 
simulations including quantum interference effects

Can quantum algorithms allow more precise calculations?
Bauer, Nachman, Provasoli, deJong



Quantum computing for simulations
Consider simple toy model which exhibits quantum interference

L = f̄1i(/@ +m1)f1 + f̄2(i/@ +m2)f2 + (@µ�)
2 + g1f̄1f1�+ g2f̄2f2�+ g12

⇥
f̄1f2 + f̄2f1

⇤
�
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Simulation on classical computer takes 2N computations

Can be simulated on quantum computer with N4 scaling

Exciting cutting edge research with opening for graduate students
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� ! ff̄ , which still follows the Markov Chain of ampli-
tudes in Eq. (5). The core idea of the quantum algo-
rithm is to first rotate to a particle basis where there is
no mixing between fermion states (Appendix B). In this
superposition basis, emissions between states are uncor-
related. Sudakov factors can then be used to govern the
no emission probability o↵ of the uncorrelated fermions.
The bulk of the quantum circuitry will then be dedicated
to book-keeping, to encode the emission history and de-
cide which fermions/bosons radiate/split at a given step
✓ in the shower.

Figure 1 is the quantum circuit implementing the
quantum final state radiation algorithm. The circuit calls
for six registers, which are are detailed in Appendix A
and summarized in Table I. The initial state is a single
particle, in the f1/2 basis. As a first step, one rotates this
initial particle from the f1/2 basis to the fa/b basis, using
a simple unitary R operation discussed in Appendix A.
After this rotation, the quantum shower proceeds in N
steps, with the same block repeated for each step. The
sub-circuit describing the one-step operations is shown in
Fig. 2. At each step, there are four operations, which are
summarized in Table II.

|pi / R
⌦N

U
(1)
step U

(2)
step

. . .

U
(N)
step

R
†⌦N

|hi / . . .

|ei . . .

|n�i / . . .

|nAi / . . .

|nBi / . . .

FIG. 1: Full circuit schematic in terms of the circuit blocks
defined in Figure 2.

Register Purpose # of qubits

|pi Particle state 3(N + 1)

|hi Emission history N log2(N + 1)

|ei Did emission happen? 1

|n�i Number of bosons log2(N + 1)

|nai Number of fa log2(N + 1)

|nbi Number of fb log2(N + 1)

TABLE I: All of the registers in the quantum circuit.

At the end of the N -step evolution we must rotate
back into the f1/f2 basis. We do so by applying the
R† gate to all of the three-qubit particle registers in |pi.
This creates interferences between equivalent final states
which had di↵erent intermediate fermions. Finally, we
measure all the qubits thereby generating one event. By
repeating the process over and over we can generate a
large number of events which we can then use to com-

|pi / p p U
(m)
p

U
(m)
step

|hi / Uh h

|ei U
(m)
e e ⌘

|n�i /

Ucount

n�

Uh|nai / nA

|nbi / nB

FIG. 2: Circuit for the m
th step

Operation Complexity Operator Appendix

count particles N log2(N) Ucount C

decide emission N
3

Ue D

create history N
4

Uh E

adjust particles N Up F

TABLE II: Complexity of the various quantum circuit
operations.

pute physical observables for our theory. The number of
standard quantum gates (single qubit gates and CNOT
gates) required at each step are summarized in Table IV.

Operation Number of Standard Gates

Count Particles 5⇥ [
Plog2(k)+3

n=3 34n� 27 ]

Decide Emission (k + 1)3 ⇥ [99 log2(k + 1)� 27]

Create History 5⇥ [
Plog2(k)+3

n=3 32n� 27] +
P

b[6(k + 1)3

⇥(2b� 1)[33(3 log2(k + 1) + b+ 3)� 27]]

Adjust Particles k ⇥M ⇥ [5 + 34 +
Plog2(k)

n=3 34n� 27]

TABLE III: Number of standard quantum gates (single
qubit gates and CNOT gates) necessary for each of the four

main operations.

The practical challenge with above circuit is that it
requires more connected qubits and operations than are
currently available in state-of-the-art hardware. There-
fore, we consider a special case that is amenable to
measurement on existing technology, which ignores the
� ! ff̄ splitting (naturally suppressed in gauge theo-
ries, but not in the scalar-only theory). This results in
a much simpler circuit since there is only one fermion,
but an arbitrary number of scalars (Appendix G). A de-
composition of the resulting circuit into single qubit and
CNOT gates requires ngates = 12N + 2 (Appendix ??).
This model is however still su�ciently complex that the
classical MCMC described earlier1 fails to capture im-

1 While the standard parton shower-inspired MCMC algorithm

Bauer, Nachman, Provasoli, deJong



If you have any more questions, you 
can talk to a few of us in a little bit 

during the “lab tour” 


